New Section: Novel Insights from Clinical Practice

Starting with the next issue of Molecular Syndromology, we will publish the section Novel Insights from Clinical Practice. This section will replace the traditional category of Case Reports. Submissions to this new section should contribute significant new insights into a syndromological problem. We invite articles that provide a founded molecular approach and real novelties on recognized or entirely new genetic syndromes. The novel aspect(s) can be in the phenotype and/or genotype, the presentation, and the investigation. Submissions can be based around a single case or serial cases. Manuscripts for this section will go through the usual peer reviewing process.

The manuscripts should contain Key Words, Abstract (maximum 150 words), a brief Introduction, Case Report and Discussion. To ensure that our readers obtain a clear message on the novelty of the study, a highlighted box containing one or two bullet points on Established Facts and Novel Insights will be placed on the first page of the article. As the format is new, we offer that prior to manuscript preparation you contact the Chief Editors to discuss whether your work fits the criteria for this section.
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